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CS-Tool – Dongle (Chinese Phone Service Tool –
Revolutionary Phone Services Solution That Supports MTK
And SPD Based Devices) | Cs-Tool Badboy v1.2.1.11. Its a
dongle that you can put in your android phone and use it to

unlock your phone to use with a simcard from China. Available
at: Apple Store | Google Play | Amazon | Samsung. Any body

can check and confirm if this tool is working by visiting: WEB
FORUM. NOT WORKING! >> NO LOCK. Istanbul opening
episode: “Baby… we’re going to the White House” The first

episode of the new Turkish television drama series “Baby, we’re
going to the White House” opened here Monday night. What
happens in the first episode will still be discussed when the
show is broadcast on Fridays. Sunday, the episode may give
some answers to the problem that the Turkish government is

trying to solve so hard. A pharmaceutical company sells
hazardous drugs without a warning on its package label. When a

fire breaks out, a pregnant woman and her family, who also
work in this company, die in the fire. The police and

prosecutors try to get the guilty to confess. In the episode, the
woman’s husband is in jail in intensive care. The story is about

the miscarriage a pregnant woman has. Turkish police and
prosecutors make such an obvious mistake, the woman and her
family can’t make any moves in the trial. They ask for political
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pressure to be removed from the man in jail, but they get
nothing. They keep making and breaking promises. They give
up. The husband pleads with them. He agrees to confess the

crime if his wife can keep their unborn baby. The wife doesn’t
want to give in to anyone. She tells her husband it’s because she

loves him but she doesn’t trust him. She asks the police to
interrogate him alone. She says he’s capable of anything. The

police won’t allow it. The wife makes her husband a promise: If
he’s allowed to talk to someone before he confesses, she’ll

convince the police to let him talk to the father of their unborn
baby. After two episodes, the members of the production team

still haven’t explained who the father of the baby is. The woman
says
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A: I have used this and it worked very well.
Download a tool from here that can dump OTA
(Over the Air) updates Download this tool.
Download CD -> On your target device, open
the folder, this will be a hidden folder called
“RSMobileTool”, in Windows for a visual
reference. Unzip your tool to this folder. Drag
the unzipped folder into a text file. In a 2nd text
file, enter the following content. Code:
$FILES->DRV->PW = "0xD0A";
$FILES->DRV->ID = "0x1800";
$FILES->DRV->CID = "0x0112"; This will
open the tool, which will automatically dump
the OTA updates if desired. The $FILES->
references means we are referencing this file.
The content of the file is "0xD0A", which will
dump SMS, WIFI info, phone information and
any other info you want to save. Good luck.
Update: I just found out that there is a 4th
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update. To get it you just need to right click the
file and select Open with. Find the Update-CD
file in the folder that has the "RSMobileTool"
folder. Right click the update-cd file and select
Open with. Open the "RSSMS" update.
Download the 4th update from here. Open
"RSSMS" again, search in "Config" for the
v2.1.1 update file. Open it with "Open with" and
save it to the "RSMobileTool" folder. Back on
the device, open the "RSMobileTool" folder and
look for the update file. Drag and drop it to the
text file. Don't forget to change the number
0xD0A to be 0xD1A. For the rest leave the
same. Oh.. I forgot to mention. The latest
version will not work with the tool you
downloaded from the link in my first post.
Update: I found the latest 4.0 version of the
dongle, but it does not have the flashing tools, so
you have to download another tool. Download
this tool. Download Cd -> Extract to the folder
you downloaded the 4.0 tool to 1cb139a0ed
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